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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Actions and Milestones Table 

Area Actions and Milestones 
extracted from Agency FITARA Action Plan 

Target 
Completion 

Date 

Status Status Description 

Choose: Not 
Started, In 
Progress, 
Complete, 
Deferred 

Describe in detail agency responses to status (e.g. ongoing 
actions, dependencies, partial milestones). 

Budget 
Formulation 

(A-D) 

In fiscal year (FY) 2016, NRC is implementing the 
assignment of a cost activity code (CAC) to each 
component to track full time equivalent (FTE) cost 
associated with IT investments. 

 2016-02-27  Complete The NRC has mandated the use of new Cost Activity Codes 
(CACs) for reporting time associated with IT-related 
activities. These new CACs associate staff time with the 
components (systems and services) they support (as defined in 
the agency’s IT Portfolio) and institute an enhanced level of 
transparency and control over IT resources. 

The NRC IT/IM budget guidance is going through 
the agency concurrence process for final approval by 
the CIO. Once approved, it will be made publicly 
available under ADAMS Accession No. 
ML15300A002 and posted to the NRC IT Policy 
Archive. 

 2016-06-30  In progress The NRC IT/IM budget guidance will be finalized and 
approved the end of June 2016. 

The NRC’s Capital Planning and Investment Control 
Process, the supplement to the NRC’s Capital 
Planning and Investment Control Policy and Process 
Overview, is in concurrence. Upon CIO approval, it 
will be issued under ADAMS Accession No. 
ML15260A904 and posted to the NRC IT Policy 
Archive. 

 2015-12-31  Complete The NRC’s Capital Planning and Investment Control 
Process, the supplement to the NRC’s Capital Planning and 
Investment Control Policy and Process Overview, was 
approved by the CIO on 12/28/2015 and posted to the NRC 
IT Policy Archive. 
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Budget 
Execution 
(E-H, J, L) 

The NRC’s Capital Planning and Investment Control 
Process, the supplement to the NRC’s Capital 
Planning and Investment Control Policy and Process 
Overview, is in concurrence. Upon CIO approval, it 
will be issued under ADAMS Accession No. 
ML15260A904 and posted to the NRC IT Policy 
Archive. 

 2015-12-31  Complete The NRC’s Capital Planning and Investment Control Process, 
the supplement to the NRC’s Capital Planning and Investment 
Control Policy and Process Overview, was approved by the 
CIO on 12/28/2015 and posted to the NRC IT Policy Archive. 

The NRC plans to finalize and release the draft IT/IM 
resource review policy. 

 2016-06-30  In progress The NRC IT/IM budget guidance will be finalized and 
approved the end of June 2016. 

The NRC’s IT/IM Budget Team, with support from 
the OCFO, will present the results of the first FY 
2016 quarterly review to the executive-level IRB for 
concurrence. 

 2016-02-29  Complete The first quarterly review, including an IT spend analysis, was 
provided to the IPEC on February 3, 2016. 

MD 2.8, Project Management Methodology will be 
replaced with a new MD 2.X, Integrated Information 
Technology/Information Management (IT/IM) 
Governance Framework; however it is currently in 
concurrence and not expected to be published until 
the second quarter of FY 2016. 

 2016-05-31  Complete MD 2.8, Integrated Information Technology/Information 
Management (IT/IM) Governance Framework was approved 
on February 24, 2016 and posted to the Management 
Directives Collection on nrc.gov. 

The NRC’s new Budget Execution Management 
Directive (MD 4.8), currently under review by the 
EDO, clearly outlines the role of the CIO in the 
reallocation of IT related resources during budget 
execution. 

2016-09-30  In progress MD 4.7, Budget Formulation and MD 4.8, Budget Execution 
are being voted on by the Commission. Once all comments 
have been reconciled and issued in a Staff Requirements 
Memorandum, the revisions will be made to the management 
directives before they are finalized and released. 

Acquisition 
(I, K) 

The NRC IT/IM budget guidance is going through 
the agency concurrence process for final approval by 
the CIO. Once approved, it was be made publicly 

 2016-06-30  In progress The NRC IT/IM budget guidance will be finalized and 
approved the end of June 2016. 
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available under ADAMS Accession No. 
ML15300A002 and posted to the NRC IT Policy 
Archive. In addition, formal documentation of the 
process to assign resources to contracts is underway 
and will be published to the NRC IT Policy Archive. 

Organization 
and 

Workforce 
(M-Q) 

As discussed in P1, the gap analysis will be 
completed in the first quarter of FY 2016. An 
implementation plan will be based on results of the 
gap analysis and the approved solutions. 

 2015-12-31  Complete NRC conducted a gap analysis of the current IT workforce, 
which revealed gaps in cybersecurity and cloud computing. 
Mitigation strategies are being implemented to address current 
skills gaps in those areas. OCHCO continues to partner with 
OCIO to ensure that the agency maintains the appropriate mix 
of skill levels to meet its full-time equivalent utilization goal. 

 


